What is our end goal...

How and why we lead
As a leader and a father, I pledge to remain authentic, while embracing my vulnerabilities & self-doubts

Miguel Rodriguez, ASW
With privilege (which by definition is unearned) comes power and responsibility, Jennifer Andrashko
My daughters, both currently inducted to the National Honor Society and National Junior Honor Society encouraging leadership at a young age - personal statements defined leadership qualities that we all discussed as necessary to achieve the Triple Aim: 'willingness to take on responsibility, motivate and inspire others, commitment to learning new things daily, eagerness to work to benefit those in need, respect differences, and earn trust'
Ginny’s hero

Cheryl is an artist, poet, orator and friend. She contributed to the book I am holding and together we are leaders in our community. Welcome and invite those to the table who can contribute to the Triple Aim!